Resources for startup and growing businesses in the science and engineering sectors\textsuperscript{1} JOSEPH SABOL\textsuperscript{2}, Chemical Consultant — The American Chemical Society provides resources for members involved in forming startup and growing small businesses in the chemical and related sectors. In particular, the ACS Division of Small Chemical Businesses SCHB provides member benefits, informative programming at national and regional meetings, and networking opportunities for entrepreneurs. SCHB member benefits include listing in a directory of members’ products and services, discounted expo booth rental at ACS national meetings, sponsorship to attend ACS leadership development courses, volunteer opportunities to shape and direct SCHB’s operations, multiple social networking platforms, and professional networking opportunities with like-minded and similarly situated small business principals. SCHB’s mission is “To aid in the formation, development and growth of small chemical businesses.” SCHB collaborates with other units in ACS, including local sections, the Chemical Entrepreneurship Council, the Division of Business Development & Management, Entrepreneurial Initiative, and Career Services. SCHB helps chemists gain skills to translate research into commercially successful products; build strong, growing companies that create jobs; and collaborate with professionals outside the chemical community.
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